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SwipeVideo creates fully user controllable 
free viewpoint video :

- Video works in all play modes, including 
zoom

- Infinite angles can be added with no 
latency/buffering

- Fully streamed on any browser using 
4G – no downloads!

- No need for expensive hardware
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- Free Viewpoint



User can choose from any televised angle

- Multi-Angle Live and Archive Streaming

SwipeVideo gives directorial control to the 
viewer :

- Available for both archive and live 
streaming

- All available TV or stadium cameras 
can be combined into a lightweight web 
stream

- There is no ‘sharing of bandwidth’ 
meaning all angles can be shown at 
original resolutions



✓Delivery over current 4G networks

✓User controlled bullet time / multi-angle video

✓Unlimited numbers of cameras, angles

✓ No special hardware required

✓Live and archive streams available

- Comparative Advantages
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- Technical Education

✓Rich, interactive video content
✓Pick your angles in all play-modes
✓Enhances the learning process
✓2 biggest nationwide vocational schools as customers
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- Sports Streaming

✓Live TV footage using multiple cameras can 
be turned into SwipeVideo

✓Goal, touchdowns, video review can all be 
controlled by the viewer rather than the 
broadcaster

✓As sports shifts away from TV to the internet, 
viewer UX will also become interactive

✓With 5G, real-time multi-angle replay will 
enhance the offline sports viewing experience
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- Sports & Fitness Training

✓Content is easily created, and readily 
streamable for both review and remote 
learning

✓Online and app-based training is expected to 
grow steadily

✓Instant system allows for onsite recording 
and side-by-side comparison

✓Already installed in a major sports training 
school in Japan



- Entertainment

✓Give fans an interactive experience!

✓Artists have a new way to engage with 

their fans, creating new revenue streams in 

an industry hit hard by COVID-19

✓Live streams are now available with up to 

30 angles. Streams can also be uploaded to 

the cloud for easy replay
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- E-Commerce

✓SwipeVideos can be embedded directly 
into your webpage or app

✓Increase conversion rates by giving your 
customers a fresh way to view products 
online

✓On premise recording is fast, efficient and 
low-cost with almost no editing required
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- The Ask

✓We are looking to launch in the US, Europe and Asia

✓We are looking for growth partners and re-seller 
partners

✓We will raise our Series A in Fall/Winter 2021 to help 
with our expansion process overseas

THANK YOU!!

kei.oda@amatelus.co.jp
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